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Abstract
Tsunamis are commonly generated by earthquakes beneath the ocean �oor, volcanic eruptions, and
landslides. The mysterious tsunami following the Tonga eruption of 2022 is believed to be excited by the
atmospheric pressure �uctuations generated by the explosion of this volcano. However, it is not clari�ed
observationally and theoretically that which atmospheric �uctuations excited the tsunami. We show the
atmospheric waves that possibly excited the tsunami based on observations detected by our own-
manufactured sensors in Japan. The atmospheric �uctuations are classi�ed into Lamb waves, acoustic
waves, and gravity waves. The arrival time of the gravity wave and atmosphere-ocean coupling
simulation show that the gravity wave propagated at a phase speed of 200-220 m/s, coinciding with
tsunami velocity in the Paci�c Ocean and suggesting that the gravity wave resonantly excited the
tsunami (Proudman resonance). These observations and theory provide an essential basis for theoretical
investigations of volcano-induced meteo-tsunamis, including the Tonga event.

Introduction
At 4:10 (UTC) January 15, 2022, the volcano Hunga Tonga-Hunga Ha’apai in Tonga erupted, completely
destroying the volcanic island. The eruption scale of VEI (Volcanic Explosivity Index) 6 is said to be a
“once in a century” occurrence. Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) released information at 10:00 (UTC)
concerning the possibility of a volcanic induced sea-level variation whose amplitude should be smaller
than the advisory level. However, at approximately 11:00 (UTC), 7 hours after the eruption, signi�cant sea-
level change began on the coastlines of Japan, amplifying to 0.9 m and 1.2 m at least two local ports
(Kuji N36.5 E140.6 and Amami N28.3 E129.4) around 15:00 UTC, after which JMA issued Tsunami
Warning. This sequence of events was surprising and anxious both because the observed arrival time of
the tsunami was about 2 hours earlier than the conventionally estimated time of 9 hours obtained for the
tsunamis excited at the volcano and propagated with usual velocity in the sea and because it grew
exceeding the initially estimated amplitude. Hereafter, based on observation and numerical modelling, we
will consider the whole event from the explosive eruption to the development of the observed tsunami by
coupling atmospheric- and oceanic- waves. The impulsive shock wave, directly resulting from the
volcanic eruption, turned into long-period atmospheric waves. Their pressure �uctuations were observed
worldwide as a spreading ripple. Some of the long-period atmospheric waves can propagate long
distances with little attenuation trapped within the lower ~100km of the atmosphere.

These long-period waves reached Japan, travelling approximately 8,000 km away from the volcano over
the Paci�c Ocean. Twenty-�ve comprehensive infrasound sensors (SAYA INF01) installed along the
Paci�c coastline of Japan by Kochi University of Technology (KUT)1 detected long-period pressure waves
(Fig. 1). Here, we refer to infrasound as a low-frequency sound wave below 20 Hz, the lower limit of
audible sound, propagating at the speed of sound through the atmosphere as pressure changes.
Infrasound and atmospheric gravity waves are generated by a wide range of geophysical events, such as
volcanic eruptions2,3, thunders, tsunamis4,5, landslides, meteoroid impacts6,7, and arti�cial sources
including rocket launches, chemical explosions8. The dense KUT infrasound sensor network mainly
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installed along the Paci�c side of Japan has been operated since 2016 for detecting tsunami-induced
acoustic/gravity waves and studying their application for future disaster mitigation.

KUT comprehensive sensors can detect infrasound and gravity wave signals with periods
between approximately 0.2 and 500 s that conventional barometers are hard to observe. The sensor also
has a barometer, a three-component accelerometer, a thermometer, and a differential pressure gauge
primary infrasound sensor (microbarometer) at each infrasound observation site. Combining these
measurements at the same site helps understand the nature of waves. Fig. 1 includes a quick look at the
infrasound and barometer signals observed at three sites of the KUT sensor network. Usually, a signal is
extracted by the correlation analysis among simultaneous observations because waveforms at remote
stations are contaminated by local noise. However, in the case of the current Tonga volcanic eruption, the
similarities among the waveforms observed by the 25 KUT stations across all of Japan are evident
without the correlation analysis, indicating an intense coherent signal, namely, the vastness of the Tonga
eruption event. The pressure variation, which continued for several hours in Japan, is not generated by a
single wave but by multiple wave packets traveling multiple paths at different speeds constrained by the
dispersion relation9,10 of waves under the effects of gravity and temperature inhomogeneity in the
atmosphere. For example, low-frequency signals can propagate horizontally as gravity waves but cannot
propagate vertically if the frequency is below the acoustic cut-off (approximately 3.2 mHz at 15 °C,
ground pressure condition); only high-frequency sound waves can propagate vertically. As a result of the
propagation properties, even if the sound emitted from the same source propagates at the speed of
sound, the path and arrival time differ depending on their frequencies.

In this paper, we will perform frequency analysis on the observed infrasound/gravity wave datasets to
identify both the long-period Lamb waves and gravity waves and the short-period acoustic waves with
different propagating paths to show the characteristics of each type of wave, mainly in terms of
velocity/celerity difference and path. Further, we will also discuss a numerical simulation conducted to
understand the eruption of Tonga and the atmosphere-induced meteorological tsunami.

Observations
The pressure waves of the Tonga volcanic eruption reached Japan, 8,000 km away, approximately 7
hours after the eruption. Its speed was estimated as 310 m/s, which is interpreted as the average speed
of sound for the lower atmosphere (Fig. 2). The pressure variation continued for several hours. The
frequency analyses of pressure waves concerning the arrival time of each wave packet showed that it
contained four-wave categories: one long period Lamb wave, two short period acoustic waves, and one
long period gravity wave (Fig. 3), which have different wave celerity, a kind of apparent speed as a
function of distance from the sound source to the sensor.

The earliest arriving component seen in Fig. 3 is the Lamb wave11. This pressure wave is trapped at
approximately 20 km altitude from the ground surface and propagates at the sound speed averaged over
the wave trapping region. The component has a wide frequency range that was extended below the
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detection limit of the infrasound sensors. The datasets of barometers showed that the peak pressure
change was approximately 200 Pa, and the period of passing the half-wavelength was approximately
1000 s. It is known that such low-frequency Lamb waves barely attenuate and can easily travel a path of
several thousand kilometers. Even the Lamb wave signals that propagate from the other side of the Earth,
or those that encircle the Earth more than once, are later observed. The observed presence of the Lamb
wave component strongly implies that the eruption mainly generated Lamb waves with periods as long
as or even longer than 200 seconds, suggesting the vast magnitude of the explosion event.

The second and third arrivals seen in Fig. 3 are acoustic waves in 0.003–0.05 Hz. These waves arrived
approximately 2,000 and 10,000 seconds after the �rst Lamb wave arrival. These acoustic waves are
higher in frequency than the Lamb waves. They can propagate with a vertical velocity component under
the vertical pro�le of sound speed, which depends on the air temperature at each local region along the
path. Each second and third wave has a wave celerity of 290 and 230 m/s, respectively, calculated from
the horizontal distances from the sound source to the sensor and arrival times of observations. If the
wave originated from the same sound source, the third wave would have an exceptionally high
attenuation in the high-frequency band above 1 Hz.

The fourth arrival seen in Fig. 3 is the gravity wave. Steady oscillations of approximately 10 minutes were
observed following the sound waves at many sites (Fig. 1). The lower curve in Fig. 3b, the lowermost-
frequency component of the differential pressure gauge, clearly shows the arrival of the gravity wave.
According to the accompanying barometers, raw amplitudes of the oscillations exceed 20 Pa at many
stations. Although the waveform of the changes slightly differs from station to station, the observation
time began earlier in the south and later in the north, which is consistent with the idea that a wave packet
propagated as a kind of internal gravity wave at approximately 200–220 m/s from the Tonga volcano.

Gravity waves excited Tsunami over the Paci�c Ocean.

The gravity wave observed by KUT sensors could be the origin of the tsunami generated by the Tonga
volcanic eruption through Proudman resonance12. It should be emphasized that this propagation speed
is close to the typical tsunami speed in the Paci�c Ocean. Both gravity and tsunami waves presumably
travelled with almost the same speed of 200–220 m/s (Fig. 4). Moreover, the reported time (11:00 UTC)
of sea-level �uctuations along the Japanese coastline was well correlated to the arrivals of the wave
packet of the gravity wave. To understand the possible behaviour of gravity waves and tsunamis in the
interaction process, we implemented illustrative two-dimensional numerical modelling based on the
hydrodynamic equations describing the dynamic coupling of a compressible atmosphere with oceanic
tsunamis below it (see Methods 2). The result shows that the explosive release of heat in the stratosphere
excites all candidates of observed waves, i.e., Lamb waves that are trapped near the ground surface,
acoustic gravity waves that propagate with “bouncing” between the ground and mesopause (~ 90 km),
and gravity waves that have a vertically modal structure between the ground surface and mesopause and
dispersedly propagate with a wide range of horizontal speeds, including those of tsunamis. Some
acoustic waves bear large amplitudes into the thermosphere and possibly disturb the ionosphere13.
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Tsunamis are indeed excited resonantly by the gravity waves, despite that the amplitude of the
corresponding gravity waves is much smaller than that of Lamb or acoustic waves. Notably, the gravity
wave-tsunami resonance occurs over a relatively wide range of characteristic velocities. Close
examination reveals that tsunamis are excited by gravity waves whose phase speed is comparable to
tsunamis (~ 200 m/s). These waves propagate collectively as a “wave packet” with a group velocity that
is slower than the phase speed of the tsunami. It is also notable in the time evolution (Supplementary
Movie). The tsunamis amplify gradually within a region located a few hundred km from the volcano, and
the amplitude scarcely changes afterward. This implies that the high tsunamis that struck the islands of
Tonga within several kilometers require excitation mechanisms other than the gravity waves, such as
pyroclastic �ow and submarine landslides, whose effects should be considered elsewhere.

It has been observed that the sea level �uctuation increased along the coast of Japan around the
beginning of the detected gravity wave packet.

It also implies that the observed coincidence of the arrivals of gravity waves and tsunamis should be
interpreted not as the continuous resonance between the gravity waves and tsunamis but as their
propagations in tandem after resonant ampli�cation in the region relatively close to the volcano. This
point remains veri�ed by careful comparison between barometric and tsunami observations over the
Paci�c.

Two packets of acoustic wave
We have identi�ed two kinds of ray paths for acoustic waves. One is refracted from the stratosphere; the
other is refracted from the lower thermosphere. According to the three-dimensional ray-tracing
calculations of infrasound emitted by a volcano eruption10, the celerity of some of the waves turning
from the stratosphere is approximately 300 m/s, and those from the lower thermosphere are
approximately 238 m/s. The parabolic equation method14 was applied to estimate the two-dimensional
transmission loss of acoustic energy in the azimuth direction toward Japan (see Methods 1). Moreover,
the sound waves turning from the lower thermosphere have a lower frequency than those from the
stratosphere. These numerical results are consistent with the observation (Fig. 3b). In this calculation, the
third wave is coming through the lower thermospheric path for the longer propagating distance. In these
calculations, several bounces on the sea surface are needed to reach Japan, suggesting that the acoustic
waves travelled back and forth between the atmosphere and the ocean surface multiple times.

What Tonga atmospheric waves taught us
We identi�ed the wave propagation characteristics that are excited by global-scale volcanic eruptions.
Four-wave packets are observed to be almost similar/coherent among the 25 sites in Japan categorized
into Lamb waves, two paths of acoustic waves, and atmospheric gravity waves. Lamb wave and our
simple equation give us the yield and lower estimation of the explosive energy of the Tonga eruption. The
total energy is 46 ± 14 megatons (see Methods 3), one of the most signi�cant energy we have ever
encountered. Acoustic waves with several bounces on the sea surface are needed to reach Japan,
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suggesting that the infrasound travelled back and forth between the atmosphere and the ocean surface
multiple times. These signi�cant eruptions have allowed us to see the global vertical energy exchange in
the atmosphere. Both waves give us great geoscienti�c suggestions. Lamb waves and acoustic waves
are issues in the geoscience �eld, but the last gravity wave contains a more prominent theme. The gravity
wave excited an unexpected tsunami in the Paci�c Ocean. The velocity of the gravity waves strikingly
well matched the velocity of tsunamis, resulting in the coupling of the gravity waves with the tsunami and
the generation of an unpredictable tsunami. The tsunami was also excited even in the Caribbean Sea,
separated by American continent. In other words, this tsunami could occur anywhere on earth. Thus,
gravity waves are of interest not only for geoscience but also for disaster mitigation.
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Figure 1

Location of Kochi University of Technology (KUT) infrasound sensors and their observed Tonga volcanic
eruption atmospheric data. The KUT installed more than 30 infrasound sensors to form a Japan-wide
infrasound observation network. Every site has a SAYA INF01-type comprehensive sensor that contains a
membrane-type infrasound sensor, a barometer, a thermometer, and a three-component accelerometer of
small MEMS sensor chips. These observation sites are 7,700 to 8,400 km away from Tonga, and the
pressure �uctuations were monitored approximately 7 hours after the eruption. Examples of time series
of pressure perturbation are shown; the observed signals had similar waveforms regardless of their
locations.
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Figure 2

Waveforms obtained by the KUT infrasound network at 7,700–8,400 km from the Tonga volcano. The
Lamb wave with 310 m/s celerity was observed 7 hours after the eruption; the shapes of the waveforms
are similar for every location in Japan. Several hours after the Lamb wave, long-lasting gravity waves,
210 m/s wave celerity, were also observed all over Japan.
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Figure 3

Time series of the atmospheric pressure perturbations at Muroto, Kochi (N33.25, E134.18). (a) Power
spectrum density of atmospheric pressure waves and (b) �ltered signals by two frequency ranges.
Rectangles in (a) present each wave type’s frequency and time range. The lower frequency Lamb wave
arrives �rst (310 m/s), followed by the acoustic (290 and 230 m/s) and gravity waves of higher
frequency. The last gravity wave, whose velocity matched a tsunami (200-220 m/s), caused Proudman
resonance and excited the tsunami on the Paci�c Ocean. 
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Figure 4

Pressure perturbations and ocean surface height simulated by a hydrodynamic model, including the
coupling of atmosphere and tsunami. A localized heat source (indicated by the star) is initially given and
excites various atmospheric waves. Lamb wave (blue rectangle) propagates, being trapped near the sea
surface at the sound velocity. Acoustic waves (red rectangle) immediately follow, bouncing between
mesopause (altitude of ~100 km) and the sea surface. Then, gravity waves (black rectangle) follow,
being trapped below the mesopause. The gravity waves propagate with a variety of velocities depending
on the horizontal wavelength and vertical structure, and some of them propagate with the phase velocity
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of ~200 m/s that resonate with tsunamis for the ocean depths of 4000 m, resulting in large-amplitude
tsunamis (See Supplementary movie for temporal evolution).
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